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Chapter 82 Love Lunch

The host received a question card that had been sent to the stage at the last minute. He coughed. “The next question might be a

little sharp. I wonder if the two of you can describe each other as animals?”

In the interview program, the relationship between female celebrities often became the fuse for the start of a battle …

Arya thought for a while and did not hesitate as she said calmly, “In my eyes, Caroline is like a peacock.”

“Are you praising Miss Caroline’s beauty?” The host asked.

Arya did not answer. She just used a smile as the end of the camera. Her gaze seemed kind but there was a deeper meaning in

her words.

The feathers of a peacock were indeed beautiful but they did not have any offensive power or practical use. They were only

suitable as an ornamental animal for tourists to appreciate. In her eyes, Caroline was a peacock beside Daniel. Although it was

beautiful, it would only attar attention.

Daniel secretly frowned. He did not know if Caroline heard Arya’s words or not.

“I think Arya is like a fox, very cunning …”

In this kind of program, her sarcasm stopped at kindergarten level.

Caroline did not realize the change in the director and the staff’s expressions. She raised her eyebrows proudly, “My analogy is

correct. She has always stayed in the Brilliant Entertainment and I know her very well.”

Daniel felt his mind go blank. What was Caroline talking about?

Her arrogance shocked the others. At the same time, they also wondered how many people she would offend in the

entertainment industry with her EQ.

Recalling Arya’s answer just now, she had indeed seen it very accurately. What was the difference between Caroline and the

peacock in the park that was surrounded by tourists? Relying on her looks, she was proud …

Arya saw the host’s embarrassment and said with a smile, “Probably only friends who are familiar with me know me better.”

What she meant was that her relationship with Caroline was not as harmonious as the company’s hype. It also dug out their love

triangle that was covered up by the news.

When she heard the director say stop, she saw Daniel angrily leaving the studio with a phone in his hand.

He should be in a hurry to do public relations. Although the filming was not broadcasted, there would be some scenes that would

be uploaded online. Arya’s words just now pushed Caroline to a disadvantageous position and Caroline foolishly thought that she

had the upper hand.

Caroline fixed her makeup and glared at Arya, “At least you know what’s good for you. You didn’t say anything randomly. Don’t

cause trouble for the shooting in the afternoon. Otherwise, I will definitely complain to Daniel.”

“Is that so?” Arya only took a glance at her and walked towards the lounge next door with her coat draped over her shoulders.

She did not want to waste time arguing with Caroline.

In less than five minutes, Caroline was called over by Daniel.

“How could you mock Arya just now? What you want to show is a very harmonious relationship with her. Even if you pretend to

be you, you have to act a little like her!” Daniel was a little annoyed. He did not know what Caroline was thinking and how she

would so such a childish thing.

“But what’s wrong with what I said? Do you want me to take initiative to curry favor with her?” Caroline was not very happy and

snorted.

“Forget it. You have to remember that filming will pass very quickly. Listen to the director well. Only when you perform well will I

be able to pave the way for you.”

“Got it.” Caroline pursed her lips. She was still thinking about Daniel’s expression when he mentioned Arya. She was secretly

jealous.

At this time, Arya was watching the shooting process.

“Arya, this is the love lunch sent by Director Jones.” Julia smiled and took the food sent by Allen. Allen was busy with work but he

cared so much about Arya. Even if he was not by her side, he could take care of her everywhere. It was enviable.

“Director Jones also said that after the event, he would give you a big surprise.”

Hear the word surprised, Arya’s heart was warmed. Her beautiful eyes were suffused with a soft light. “Alright, you should also go

and rest. You still need to work in the afternoon.”

The couple always remembered each other.

Arya casually picked up her phone and flipped through the hot news headlines in the country. As expected, some entertainment

reporters found about Daniel and Caroline’s old photos. Their love triangle was once again taken out for consumption.

She did not care about this. But Daniel and Davina were probably so worried that they were dizzy.

Originally, it was a good opportunity for Caroline to enter the international film industry, but it turned into a stupid thing to step on

her own tail.

Just as Arya was about to turn off the phone, she received a message from the Dahua’s secretarial room.

“Madam, Director Jones has instructed the Public Relation Department to be on standby 24/7. If you encounter any unexpected

situations during the shooting, you can contact us immediately.”

Once Daniel was desperate, the Dahua Entertainment would immediately start a public debate. At that time, Caroline would not

be able to escape unscathed.

The man who controlled the fate of the entertainment circle was standing behind her, protecting her at all times.

Arya immediately dialed Allen’s number, “You used your privilege again for me?”

“As long as you are willing to entire Dahua will be at your disposal.”

He wanted to pamper Arya, who would dare to stop him?

This man who controlled the entertainment circle actually pampered her so much.

“I won’t be wronged. Don’t worry.” The person who pushed Caroline into a desperate situation was clearly her, but in Allen’s

eyes, he absolutely could not let others have the chance to hurt her.

“Okay, I will wait for you to come back.” Allen smiled. He unconditionally supported all of her decisions.

Arya had not resistance to his overbearing and gentle arrangements.

The shooting task was not heavy. She had memorized the filming process. But until the last moment, she could not relax. After

Arya rested for a while, she heard from Luna that Caroline had a fight with the makeup artist.

“She felt that the cloths that the makeup artist prepared for her were too ugly and must wear the cloths that she had prepared.

The colors were flamboyant and were inlaid with water diamonds. Without any taste … I see that those makeup artists are

speechless.”

“Didn’t Davina go to take care of it?” Arya asked.

“She didn’t take care of it. Caroline and Daniel’s photos jumped onto the Hot Search List. Davina probably went to take care of it.

Even Caroline still does not know anything. That smug look is too sad.” Luna was just saying when she heard a knock on the

door.

The staff pushed the door and walked in, “Miss Arya, please choose one of these cloths.”

When he said this, his expression was hesitant. Luna immediately understood. “Caroline, has she chosen these?”

“This …”

“Can’t you tell us?” Luna deliberately lower her voice and Julia also tensed up at the side.

“Miss Caroline has already chosen these few sets for Miss Arya.” The staff’s voice became softer as he spoke. This kind of thing

would always happen in this circle. After all, Caroline was an artist highly respected by the Brilliant Entertainment.
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